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A ring R is said to satisfy a generalized polynomial identity if some 
polynomial C rilXilris ... ritXiTi,t+l vanishes for all evaluations in R 
obtained by specializing the indeterminates to elements of R. Interesting 
results have been obtained by Amitsur [l], Martindale [IO] and Jain [8], 
based on this seemingly mild condition, but this theory has been hindered 
by the dependence of definitions of admissible generalized polynomial 
identities on the extended centroid; this incumberance has obscured results, 
complicated proofs, and rendered completely impossible the study of 
generalized polynomial identities of non-prime rings. 
In Section 1, we give an intrinsic definition of a proper generalized 
polynomial identity which leads to the establishment of a natural varietal 
framework. In Section 2, new, reasonably easy proofs are given of major 
results of Amitsur, Martindale and Jain characterizing primitive and prime 
rings with generalized identities; the assumptions made in the hypotheses of 
these theorems boils down to assuming the identities are proper. A crude 
extension to arbitrary rings is given in Section 3, with the conclusion that the 
upper and lower nilradicals coincide in suitable situations, and the results of 
Sections l-3 are put in the context of rings with involution to yield a straight- 
forward proof of a major theorem of Herstein-Martindale-Amitsur; a 
generalization of this result is then given in the GI theory. 
This exposition is essentially independent of previous works on 
generalized identities, utilizing only the more straightforward results of 
[l] and [lo]. 
* This paper was presented in part at the University of Chicago ring theory con- 
ference of July-August 1973, conducted by I. N. Herstein. 
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1. PRELIMINARIES 
In this paper, all rings are associative with 1. Let Wand R be rings. R is a 
W-a&e if R is a W - W bimodule such that the canonical map z+G: W -+ R, 
given by Z/J(W) = w * 1, is a ring homomorphism with #(cent W) C cent R. 
We shall speak in the category of algies, i.e., of W-algies; homomorphisms 
will be morphisms in this category and subalgies will be subsets in this 
category. Clearly direct products in this category are constructed in the 
natural way. Suppose A is an ideal of R (as a ring). For w in W, a in A, 
wa = (wl)a~A and likewise aw EA, so A is also an algie ideal of R, and 
there is no ambiguity with standard ring-theoretic terminology (such as 
prime, semiprime, etc.).l 
The variety-oriented reader can readily check that W-algies form a variety 
and therefore have a universal object, which we call the free algie W(X) and 
which happens to coincide with Amitsur’s construction on [l, p. 2171. 
Briefly speaking, the elements of W{X} are sums of monomials of the form 
w1xi,w2xi ... w,Xi w,+~, suitable wi ,..., w,+~ in W (identifying cX, and 
Xic for c i; cent W):and W{X> is “free” in the sense that for any W-algie R 
and for any rl , rs ,..., in R, there is a unique homomorphism (in the category 
of W-algies) from W{X} to R sending Xi H ri , X, H rB , etc. I f  W’ is a 
W-algie then the map W -+ W’ (given by w - w . 1) induces a W-algie 
homomorphism 9: W{X} -+ W’(X), but v  need not be an injection even if 
WC W’. For example, let M be a countably infinite-dimensional vector space 
over R, the real numbers, and let R = End, M. Set W’ = R and let W 
be the subring generated by Z (as a subring of R) and all finite-ranked 
endomorphisms of M. If  b is a nonzero, finite-ranked element of End, M 
and if Y is an irrational number, then brXib - bX,bv is a nonzero element of 
ker v. 
An element f of W(X) is a GI (for generalized identity) of R if f is in the 
kernel of every homomorphism from W{X} to R. I f f  = 0 then f is W-trivial 
(or merely trivial if there is no ambiguity about W); otherwise f is W- 
nontrivial. Of course, if W c-+ W’ then f may be W-nontrivial yet W-trivial. 
Now each element f of W{X} is a finite sum of monomials. Choose a way 
of writing f as a sum (not necessarily unique) of the smallest possible number 
of monomials; these monomials will be called the W-monomials of f.  I f  
w c+ W’, there is the added difficulty that the W-monomials of f 
need not be W-monomials off (viewed in W’(X} via the canonical map 
v: W(X) - W’{X}). These problems will be surmounted shortly. 
I f  xi )..., X, are the only indeterminates occurring in the W-monomials 
1 In the definition of algie, we must also stipulate that #(ul)r = WT for all w in W, 
all I in R. 
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of f,  then write f  as f(X, ,..., X,). Given i, 1 < i < m, and w in W, 
there is an endomorphism of W{X} sending X, -+ X1 ,... , X,-r + XiPl , 
xi --f w, x,+l + X& ,..., under which the image of f(X, ,..., X,) 
is denoted f(X, ,..., w ,..., X,J. For i fixed, f  is a GI of W if and only if 
f(X1 ,**., Xi-l, WY xi+1 ,.-., &A is a GI of W for each w in W.If 
f  (X1 ,“.I Xi-l, 0, xi,, 7.--, Xm) = 0 we say f  is blended in Xi; f  is blended 
if f  is blended in each of its indeterminates. 
Let the degree of a monomial h off be the sum of the degrees (in h) of the 
indeterminates occurring in h; the degree off is the maximum of the degrees 
of its monomials. Given a Glf(X, ,..., X,) of R, of degree d, we claim f  is 
a sum of blended Gl’s of R having degree < d (these are called the blended 
components off ), and that if f  is nontrivial then one of its blended components 
is nontrivial. Indeed, we proceed inductively on the number t of indeter- 
minates occurring in f,  in which f is not blended. If  t = 0 then we are done, 
so we may assume t > 1 and f  is not blended in X, . But then f  = f’ + f  m 
where f’ = f  (0, X2 ,..., X,) and f  V = f  - f  ‘. Note that f’ and f’ are Gl’s 
having degree < d, and if they are both trivial then f  is trivial. Since X1 does 
not occur in f’ and since .f P is blended in X1 ; induction on t yields that f  ’ 
and f  fl are sums of blended components, at least one of which is nontrivial 
if f  is nontrivial. 
The height of a monomial h off is the degree of h minus the number of 
indeterminates of h occurring in h, and the height off is the maximum of the 
heights of its monomials. Clearly f  is multilinear if and only if f  is blended 
of height 0. As in [12, Section I], the purpose of height will be to form 
grounds for multilinearization, as follows: 
Given f  (X1 ,..., X,) E W{X}, define 
dif(X1 >.a*, Xm+,) = f(X, )..., xi + xm+l )..., Xm) 
-f (X1 ,***, Xi ,..., X,) -f (X1 ,*.., X,+1 ,..., X,). 
I f  f  is blended with height t, then Aif is blended with height < t - I, and 
Oif = 0 if and only if f  is linear in Xi . Define inductively Oi’)f = A,f, 
Llik)f = fl,d~“-l’ffor k > 1. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let f(X,,..., X,) be blended with height t. Choose a 
monomial h off, of height t, and let di be the degree of h in Xi , 1 < i < m. 
Then @-1’ . . . AC$-llf is linear in Cz, di indeterminates. Moreover, 
if h’ is a monomial of f  with degree di’ in Xi , 1 < i < m, then 
& = ~‘+l’d’$-l) . . . A(‘&-l,h’ = 
1 2 WL 0 unless di’ = di for all i, in which case h’ 
is a sum of I-I:-, di! monomials, each of which is sent to h’ under the specialization 
sending Xj ---f Xi , i + Nazi+, d, < j < i + CTzi d, (i = 1 ,..., m). 
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Proof. It is clear that if /? is a monomial of degree < di in Xi , then 
djdi-‘)h’ = 0. Thus, in order that didl-l)didz-l) ... d(dm-l)h’ # 0, we must 
have di’>di, 1 <i<m. Butx(d,-l)==t>g(d,‘-1), by choice 
of lz, SO di’ = di, 1 < i < m. We continue by induction on t. I f  t = 0 then 
f is multilinear and there is nothing to prove. Thus we may assume t > 0; 
pick j such that dj > 1 and di = 1 for j < i < m. Write Aih’ = C h,‘, 
where h,’ has degree u in X,,, and degree dj - u in Xi . Clearly h,’ is a sum 
of (2) monomials, 1 < u < (di - l), each of which specialize to h’ under 
the specialization X-,,, - Xj , and Ajh’ has height < t - 1. But then 
A\dj-2)hu’ = 0 for u > 1, so we see by iteration that Aidj-‘)h’ has 
(“l)(“q’) ... (4) = d& - 1) . . . 2 z dj ! monomials. The rest of the propo- 
sition follows easily by induction on m. Q.E.D. 
Suppose j(X, ,..., X,) is blended, with notation as in Proposition 1. 
We shall call f  = AidI-l)Abdz-1) ... A$-“f the multilinearization off. 
COROLLARY. For any W-algie R, f  is a W-nontrivial GI of R ;f f  is a 
W-nontrivial GI of R. 
Proof. Immediate. 
Now consider multilinear elements f  (Xi ,..., X,,) of W(X). Each monomial 
off has the form w1X*rwZXV2 ... w,X,,,w,+r , r ranging over the permu- 
tations of (l,..., m). Given such a permutation r, let fr = the sum of those 
monomials off in which the indeterminates occur in the order X,, ,..., X,, ; 
each f,, is called a generalized monomial of j. Note that j = XV j,, , and the 
generalized monomials off are uniquely determined, independent of the 
selection of the monomials of f.  Let I,(R) be the ideal generated by all 
fv(rl ,..., Y,), for all generalized monomials fw off and all pi ,..., r, in R. Call 
f  R-proper if f  is multilinear and if It(R) # 0, in other words if some gener- 
alized monomial off is not a GI of R. Proper means W-proper. Note that if f  
is R-proper then f  is R-nontrivial. Moreover, if WC W’ and f  is proper 
then f  is WI-proper; conversely, if R satisfies each G1 of Wand if jis R-proper, 
then f  is proper. (Observe that “proper” and “nontrivial” are synonymous 
when W is commutative, i.e., in the classical theory of polynomial identities.) 
We say j has Normal Form if f  is proper of the form C wilXiwi2X2wiS 4 
c 4,&4,@4,9 suitable wii , wij in W. 
Let j(X, ,..., X,) be a GI of R. Any sum of generalized monomials off 
which is a G1 of R is called an R-component off, f  is R-irreducible if 0 and f  
are the only R-components of f.  Note that any GI has at least as many 
monomials as any of its components. We claim any GI of R is a sum of 
R-irreducible components. Indeed, let f  be a GI of R with m generalized 
monomials. I f  f  is R-irreducible then we are done; otherwise, let fi be an 
R-component of jother than for 0. Clearly j - ji is also an R-component off; 
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moreover, fi and f - fi both have < m generalized monomials, so by 
induction on this number, f and f - fi are each sums of R-irreducible 
components. Hence f  = fi + (f - fi) is a sum of R-irreducible components, 
thereby establishing the claim. 
Let a reduction f’ of an element f  of W{X} be a polynomial formed by 
specializing occurrences of indeterminates Xi in f  to elements of W. Clearly 
any reduction of a GI of R is a GI of R having fewer indeterminates and at 
most as many monomials as the original GI. 
THEOREM 1. If  g is a nontrivial, multilinear GI of W, then either each 
generalized monomial of g is a GI of W, or else some reduction of some W- 
component of g is in Normal Form. 
Proof. I f  each generalized monomial of g is a GI of W then we are done; 
otherwise some W-irreducible component f  of g is not a generalized monomial. 
In particular, there are indeterminates Xi, Xj such that the sum h of 
generalized monomials off in which Xi precedes Xj is not a GI of W. Thus, 
if g has degree m, there exist wr ,..., wi-r , wifl ,..., wj-r , wifl ,..., w, in W 
such that h(w, ,..., wiP1 , Xi , wi+r ,..., wiwl , Xj , wi+r ,..., w,) is a reduction 
off in Normal Form. Q.E.D. 
Theorem 1, an easy combinatorial result, is really the key to our future 
investigations of Sections 2-4. We conclude this section by noting the 
following result, with proof analogous to the standard polynomial identity- 
theoretic proof: Let f  be a multilinear GI of an algie R which is also an 
Q-algebra, D some commutative ring. Then f  is a GI of R asa H for any 
commutative Q-algebra H. In particular, f  is a GI of R[h] w R & C[h], 
X an indeterminate commuting with R and C = cent R. 
2. EMBEDDINGS IN PRIMITIVE ALGIES WITH PROPER GI 
In this section, the following notation is fixed: Let W be a W-algie, and 
let W C P, a primitive W-algie satisfying each multilinear GI of W. (We mean 
P is primitive in the sense of left primitive, i.e., having a faithful, irreducible 
left module M.) Note that W must be prime, since otherwise wrXw, is a GI 
of W for suitable nonzero wr and wa in W, implying wrXw, is a GI of P, 
contrary to P being primitive. It is well-known that there is a division ring 
D = End, M, called the centralizer of M over P, with respect to which we 
may view P as a dense subring of End, M, so we have P C End, M c End, M, 
where Z denotes the integers. Also M can be viewed as a right D-module and 
DC Endz M. Choose a maximal subfield F of D; let PF denote the F- 
subalgebra of Endz M generated by P, and let W, denote the F-subalgebra 
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of Endz M generated by W. Clearly W, is a W-algie. The following straight- 
forward facts have been observed by Amitsur [l, Lemma 51: (i) PF is 
primitive with faithful irreducible module M; (ii) PF is dense in End, M 
(and therefore P, has center F); (iii) PF is a homomorphic image of P &F, 
hence each multilinear GI of P is a multilinear G1 of PF . 
Call the socle of a ring R the sum of all the minimal (nonzero) right ideals. 
(If R has no minimal right ideals we say R has socle 0.) If R is primitive then 
the socle of R is also the sum of all the minimal left ideals of R, 
cf. [7, Chapter IV], an excellent reference on primitive rings with nonzero 
socle; one major result is the structure theorem [7, p. 751, that, viewing 
PC End, M, the socle of P is the set of finite-ranked transformations of 
End, M in P (in other words, P has nonzero socle if and only if it contains a 
finite-ranked transformation.) 
LEMMA 1. I f  R is a W-subalgie of End, M, then any GI for P is a GI 
for R. 
Proof. A standard topological density argument shows that any GI for P 
is a GI for End, M, hence for R. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose f(X,) E W{X>. If we write f  as C$ WilXlWiz in 
W,{X), wil , wi2 in WF, such that u is .minimal, then {wil 1 1 < i < u} is 
F-independent and {wi2 / 1 < i < u} is F-independent. 
Proof. Suppose on the contrary that C%, wilhi = 0, suitable hi in F 
not all zero. Assume h, # 0. Then 
a sum of (U - 1) monomials, contrary to hypothesis. Hence {wii 1 1 < i < u} 
is F-independent; likewise {wip 1 1 < i < U} is F-independent. Q.E.D. 
A similar but easier substitute for [ 1, Lemma 31 is 
LEMMA 3. Suppose f  (X,) = CL, wilXlwiB E W,(X), u not necessarily 
minimal, and V is a Jinite-dimensional subspace of M with f  (x) = 0 for all x in 
PF such that XV = 0. 
(i) Either wizy E V for ally in M, all i, or the wil are F-dependent. 
(ii) Either f  is W+rivial OY W, contains a transformation (of End, (M)) 
whose image is contained in V. 
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Proof. 
(i) We may assume wray # V for some y  in M. Let (yt} be an F-base 
of M. By the density theorem, there exists some x1 in PR and /Ii in F, & = 1, 
such that x,V = 0 and xlwiZy = /$yr , 1 < i < u. Also there exists ut 
in P, such that ut( yr) = yt ; let xt = utxl . Then x,wiZy = &yt and 
x,V = 0, so 0 = f (q)y = xi w&yt , all t. Therefore xi &wil = 0, 
proving (i). 
(ii) Write f with u minimal. By Lemma 2, the wil are F-independent, 
so the assertion is immediate from (i). 
Let q+: W(X) -+ W,(X) be the canonical map induced by W C-t W, . 
The importance of proper GI is brought out in the next result. 
PROPOSITION 2. 
(i) Suppose WC W’ C W, , with C’ = cent W’ a field such that any 
C-base of W’ (as C’-module) can be extended to a set of F-linearly independent 
elements of W, . Then any generalized monomial in W’(X} which is a GI of PR 
is W’-trivial. 
(ii) If W has a proper GI with u monomials, then W has a proper GI in 
Normal Form, with < u monomials. 
(iii) ker P)~ has no proper elements. 
Proof. 
(i) Suppose f  = xi wriXrwaiXa ... ~,,X~w,+r,~ , a generalized mono- 
mial which is also a W-nontrivial GI of PF with minimal m. Let {wJ be a 
C-base of w’; (wj} is F-independent by hypothesis. Writing wIi = xi oljiwj , 
aji in C’, we have 
f  = C WjXlol.jiWgiXsj *‘* WqpiXmW,+l,i = 1 WjXlfj 2 
id j 
where fj(X, ,..., X,) = Ci cUj(WaiXa ..’ W,iXmW,+r,i . By induction on m, 
each W’-nontrivial fj must not be a GI of PF ; hence (since f is nontrivial), 
some fi is nontrivial. So assume fi(rZ , . . . , r,) y  # 0 for suitable ra , . . . , r, in PF , 
y  in M. By Lemma 3(i), with V = 0, the wi are F-dependent, contrary to 
assumption. Hence f is W,-trivial. 
(ii) Let g, a proper element of W(X) having u monomials, be a GI 
of W, hence of PF . By Theorem 1 (with R = PF), there exists some PF- 
nontrivial GIf of P, , where f E W{X> with < u monomials, and either f  has 
Normal Form or f  is a generalized monomial which is a GI of PF and is 
W,trivial, by part (i) (with w’ = W,), so f  has Normal Form and is thereby 
proper. 
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(iii) I f  LIZ ker q~ and is multilinear, then f is W,-trivial, implying 
Is(W) = 0. Hence f is not proper. Q.E.D. 
It is worth directing attention to the special case of (i), with W’ = W, , 
namely that any GI of P, which is a generalized monomial is W,-trivial. 
COROLLARY. With w’ as in Proposition 2(i), any multilinear WI-nontrivial 
GI of W is proper. 
Proof. We need only show that any multilinear nonproper GIf of W is 
W’-trivial; clearly we may assume f is a generalized monomial. But then f is 
a G1 of P, , so f is W-trivial by Proposition 2(i). Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 2. 
(i) Suppose W has a proper GI with < u monomials. Then, viewing 
W, C P, C End, M, W, contains a nonxero transformation of rank < [u/2]. 
(ii) If each multilinear GI of W, (as WF-algie) is a GI of PF and ;f W, 
contains a transformation &, ajwj of rank < t, 01~ in F and wj in W, then 
W contains a transformation of rank < 2k-1t, and D has dimension < 4k-1t2 
over its center C. 
Proof. 
(i) Let f be a proper GI of W with u monomials; by Proposition 2(ii), 
we may assume f  has Normal Form, i.e., f = & wilXlwizX2wis + 
-gl, w;,xzw;,x~w~, where v  + v’ = u, wii E W. Moreover, we may rewrite 
this as f = CI=, wilXlwi2X2wi3 + CyI, w[lX,fi(X,) where the wir E W, , 
{wa / 1 < i < v”} is F-independent, v” < v’, and each f,(X,) is W,- 
nontrivial, of the form CyI1 w&X,w~~s , v”’ < v’. By Lemma 2, we may 
assume the w& are F-independent. Choose y  in M such that wLs(y) # 0, 
let y; = wlis(y), and expand y; to a base {y’i 1 1 <j < s} of the finite- 
dimensional F-subspace generated by all the w&(y). For arbitrary y’ in M 
there exists r’ in PF such that r’y; = y’, i < j < s; then there are aij in F 
(independent of the choice of y’), acil = 1, such that r’w&(y) = aijy’* 
Let V be the F-subspace of M generated by {wi3(y) 1 1 < i < v}. For any 
LV~ in P, with x,V = 0, we have 
v” v” 2) “’ 
0 = f(r’, X.&y = 1 w&zfi(r’)y = C wZ1Xz C %jwXY’)* 
i=l i=l j=l 
Since y’ was arbitrary in M, we see CyL, w$& olijw&a) = 0, for all x2 in PF 
with x,1’ = 0. But {wi; / 1 < i < v”} is F-independent, so Lemma 3(i) 
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implies (range of x:j u~~w&) C V, each i. Hence CyI1 olliwlia is a nonzero 
linear transformation of rank < dim, V < v. 
By symmetry, we may assume v < v’ or v’ < v. Assuming v < v’ yields 
rank& ~rjw~J < [u/2]. 
(ii) This proof mimics [l, Theorem 71. First we claim there exists a 
nonzero transformation ol’w’ of rank < 2”-9. Proof is by induction on k. 
Let w = & ajwj , f(X) = WXW, - w,Xw. For any x in W, f(x) has rank 
< v + a = 271, but f(x) = &: aj(wjxwk - wkmj), SO We are done by 
induction (on k) unlessf(x) = 0, 11 a xinW,i.e.,fisaGIofWF,henceofP,. 
But, for ti = Cilt ajwi, f(X) = 22rXwk - wKXzir, so, by Lemma 3(i) 
(with V = 0) either $ = 0 (in which case w = akwlc and the claim is proved) 
or wk and zir are F-dependent, i.e., wk = or& for some 01 in F. But then 
w = &(l + olkcy) = cf:: ~~(1 + O~~CL) wj , so we are done by induction on k, 
and the claim is proved. But if ol’w’ has rank < 2k-1t then w’ has rank < 2”-lt. 
Thus (D : F) < (w’M : D)(D : F) = (w’M : F) < 2”-9, so (D : C) = 
(D : F)2 < qk-lt2. Q.E.D. 
Note that the second to the last sentence of the proof of (i) shows W, has 
a nonzero transformation C,“ll, ~~~~~~~ of rank < v; by (ii), W has a nonzero 
transformation of rank < 2k-1v, where v + v’ = u, k = v”’ < v’. By 
symmetry (see last sentence of proof of (i)), we may assume 0’ < v, so 
v’ < [u/2] and W has a nonzero transformation of rank < 2[U121-1~; hence 
(II : C) < 4[u~a]-iUa. 
There is an injection cent P c-+ C, given by sending c E cent P to the map 
t: y t-+ cy, all y in M. Suppose this injection is an isomorphism. Then any 
C-base of P is F-linearly independent in PF (an easy consequence of 
[l, Lemma 6(b)]; setting W = W’ = P in the corollary to Proposition 2 
shows that every P-nontrivial GI of P is proper; hence Theorem 2 implies 
immediately: 
P has a nontrivial GI if and only if (D : C) is finite and P contains a finite- 
ranked transformation. 
This assertion is Amitsur’s theorem, which is therefore a consequence of 
Theorem 2. In order to apply Theorem 2 further, we shall use some structure 
theory developed by Martindale [lo, Section 21 (based on work by Amitsur). 
The starting point is the notion of central closure, given here for semiprime 
algies (for use in Section 4). 
Let R be a semiprime algie and let # = { essential (2-sided) ideals of R), 
i.e., for J in /, Jn B # 0 for each nonzero ideal B of R. Consider 
g = {(f, J) 1 f is a right module homomorphism of 1 into R, J E $}, with 
(f, J’) denoting the restriction off to J’ if _I’ _C J. Define the equivalence - 
on 9 by (fl , A) - (f2 3 J2> if (fl - Jd = (f2 , .L) for SOme J3 c .I1 n JZ 
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in $, and let [f, J] denote the class of (f, J) in p/-. F/- becomes an 
algie Q,(R) under the following operations: 
where (wlf)(~) = w(f(~)). Now given Y in R, letf,. denote left multiplication 
by r, and let 6 = cent QO(R) b e called the extended centroid of R. We can 
identify R with a subalgie of Q,(R) via the injection Y H [fr , R], under which 
cent R C e; the subalgie Re of Q,(R) is called the central closure of R. The 
construction of Q,(R) has been examined closely by Amitsur [4], and earlier 
(in the case of prime rings, where all nonzero ideals are essential) by 
Martindale, who showed the extended centroid of a prime ring is a field, the 
central closure of a prime ring is prime, and the central closure of a primitive 
ring is primitive. 
In [lo], Martindale, utilizing some results of Amitsur, developed a 
progression of structures which have the following immediate applications 
to algies: Let W be semiprime, and let A be the central closure of W, also 
an algie. Form T = ni Ai , taken over denumerably many copies A, of A. 
Let nil(R) denote the upper nilradical of a ring R. By [lo, Theorem 2.51, 
nil(T) = {x E T / x(i) E A, all i, and x(i) = 0 for all but a finite number of i}. 
Moreover, A c+ Tjnil( T) via the map a H a + nil(T), where a E A and 
ci(i) = a, all i. Let 4 be a commuting indeterminate over T = T/nil(T). By 
[7, p. 121, T[E] is semiprimitive, i.e., T[f is a subdirect product of primitive 
rings {T, / /\ E A}. 
Now if W is prime, there is an ultrafilter p on A such that the ultraproduct - 
P = (nAEn TJ/p is primitive and such that there is a canonical embedding 
A c+ P (cf. [6]). It is apparent, by an easy verification at each step, that 
each multilinear GI of W is a GI of P; also cent W c-t cent P. Suppose W 
satisfies a proper GI. By Theorem 2, P, contains a finite-ranked transfor- 
mation; hence, by [lo, Theorems 2.9 and 2.101, A is primitive with nonzero 
socle, and A certainly satisfies each proper GI of W. This conclusion is 
essentially Martindale’s Theorem, i.e. the central closure of a prime ring with 
a proper GI is primitive with nonzero socle, so we see that Martindale’s 
theorem follows easily from Theorem 2. Moreover, with W’ = A, the 
hypothesis of Proposition 2(i) is satisfied by [lo, Theorem 2.31, so we see 
that a multilinear GI of W is proper if and only if A-nontrivial; thus 
Martindale’s theorem, as set forth here, is indeed equivalent to 
[lo, Theorem 3.61. 
Let W be prime, satisfying a proper GI with u monomials, and let P be the 
central closure of W. P is an algie satisfying each multilinear GI of W, 
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moreover P is primitive by Martindale’s theorem, so we can use our general 
set up of Section 2. Now W, = (W(cent P))F = P, , so, by Theorem 2, 
W contains a transformation of rank < 21~/21-1z4. Define the standard 
polynomial S,(X, ,..., X,) = C,, (sg rr) X,,, ... X,, , summed over permu- 
tations r of (l,..., k). A result slightly strengthening Jain [8] now follows: 
THEOREM 3. Let W be a prime ring, viewed as W-a&e. 
(i) If W satisjies a proper GI with u monomials, then there is a Jield F 
and F-vector space M such that WC End, M contains a transformation of 
rank < 2[“~21-1z4. 
(ii) If WC End, M contains a nonzero transformation of jinite rank t, 
then W contains a right ideal satisfying the standard polynomial 
identity on (2t + 1) letters, W contains no nonzero nil 2-sided ideals, and 
s,,+,(wx, ,.**, W-G,, ) is a proper GI of W for some w in W. 
Proof. 
(i) Was done in the preceding paragraph. 
(ii) Choose a nonzero transformation w in W with minimal rank t. 
Since W is prime, wxw # 0 for some x in W. Clearly wxwM C wM; mini- 
mality of t yields wxwM = WM. Hence wxwxwM = wM, so (wx)” # 0. 
Now wxP,wx is isomorphic to the ring of t x t matrices with entries in F, 
thereby satisfying the standard polynomial identity S,,(X, ,..., X2,); 
hence S,,,, is an identity of (wx)” P, , so S,,,, is an identity of (wx)” W. 
Hence S,,+,((WX)~ X1 ,..., (wx)” X,,,,) is a proper GI of W. 
Set B = (wx)” W, B’ = (b’ E W 1 b’B = O}. It is easy to check that 
(B + B’)/B’ is a prime ring without 1, with standard (polynomial) identity, 
thereby having no nonzero nil ideals (by [7, p. 2321). Let N be a nil ideal of R. 
Then BN C N n B is a nil ideal of B; hence (BN + B’)/B’ = 0, i.e., 
BN C B’, so BNB = 0. But then BWNWB = 0, B # 0, implying N = 0 
since W is prime. Therefore W has no nonzero nil ideals. Q.E.D. 
Remark. If  w is not in the lower nilradical of W then S,(wX, ,..., wX,) is 
obviously proper; in particular, this is the case if W is semiprime and w # 0. 
A major recent tool in the theory of polynomial identities was found when 
Formanek discovered central polynomials in matrix rings. Let an element f  
of W{X} be called central for an algie R if Xf - fX, but not f,  is a GI of R. 
Unfortunately, this concept does not add to the theory of generalized 
polynomial identities, as seen in 
THEOREM 4. If  W is prime and f  (X, ,..., X,,) is central for W and linear 
in X1 , having u monomials, then S&X, ,..., X2,) is an identity of W. 
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Proof. Suppose f  (wl ,..., 20,) # 0. Then f  ‘(X,) = f  (X, , wz ,..., w,) is 
central for W. Thus X,f’ - f  ‘X, is a proper GI of W, hence of P, , where P 
is the central closure of W; by Martindale’s theorem P is primitive and P, 
contains finite-ranked transformations. Hence there is an element x in P, 
having rank 1, such that f  ‘(x) # 0, by the density theorem. But then f  ‘(2) E F 
has rank < u, so 1 has rank u in P, ; therefore P, m ring of u x u matrices 
over F, so, by the Amitsur-Levitzki theorem, S&X, ,..., X,,) is an identity 
of PF , hence of W. 
APPENDIX TO SECTION 2: IDEALS WITH GI 
Let R be a primitive W-algie, and let W{X}, = {f E W{X> 1 f  has constant 
term 0). Note, for any G1 f(X, ,..., X,) of R, we have f  (0 ,..., 0) = 0, so 
f  (Xl 9*--Y X,) -f (O,..., 0) E W{X}, is a G1 of R. Let B be an ideal of R. 
Viewing B as an W-algie without 1, we say an element f  (Xl ,..., X,) of W{X}, 
is a GI of B if f  is in the kernel of every homomorphism W{X> + R which 
maps W(X), into B; equivalently, f  (b, ,..., b,) = 0 for each b, ,..., b, in B. 
Using the above definition, one can extend many of the previous results 
to include algies without 1. For example, we shall now extend Amitsur’s 
theorem. Suppose R is primitive with faithful irreducible left module M. 
Then M is irreducible as a left module for B, so B is also primitive as a ring 
without 1. Moreover, we claim, viewing End, M _C End, MC Endz M, 
that End, M = End, M. Indeed, suppose d E End, M. For each Y in R, b in 
B, (rd - dr)b = rdb - d(vb) = rbd - rbd = 0. Hence0 = (rd - dr)BM = 
(rd - dr)M, so rd - dr = 0, implying d E End, M, so the claim is 
established. Let D = End, M and view B C R C End, M. Suppose B has 
a proper GIf. The density argument of Lemma 1 shows that f  is a proper GI 
of R, so, by Theorem 2, D is finite-dimensional over its center and R contains 
a nonzero transformation Y of some finite rank t. But Br # 0 since R is 
prime, so, for some b in B, br + 0 is a transformation of rank < t, proving 
Amitsur’s theorem for B. 
3. ALGIES WITH GI 
Let R be a W-algie satisfying each multilinear GI of W (but we are not 
assuming the canonical homomorphism w -+ w . 1 is an injection of W into 
R). Let I(R) be the ideal generated by all I,(R), all multilinear f  which are 
GI of W, and call I(R) the GI-radical of R. Clearly I(R/I(R)) = 0, i.e., no 
multilinear GI of W is proper for R/I(R). 
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LEMMA 4. Let R be a semiprime a&e satisfying each multilinear GI of W, 
let 9’ = {P,, 1 /\ E A} be the set of prime ideals of R, and let B, = 
~{P~E~‘I(R)CP~},R~=R/B~,B~=~){P,EBII(R)~P,},R,=R/B,. 
R is a subdirect product of the semiprime a&es R, and R, . Also, I(R,) = 0 and 
R, is a subdirect product of prime algies satisfying the conclusions of Theorem 3. 
In particular, R, has no nonzero nil ideals. 
Proof. B, n B, = 0, so clearly R is a subdirect product of the semiprime 
algies R, and R2, . I(R,) = 0 is also obvious. Finally, if I(R) $ P, then 
I(R/P,J # 0, implying R/P, satisfies the conclusions of Theorem 3, and 
we observe R, is a subdirect product of (R/P, j I(R) g PA}. In particular, 
R, is a subdirect product of rings with no nonzero nil rdeals, so R, has no 
nonzero nil ideals. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 5. Let an a&e R (satisfying each multilinear GI of W) have upper 
nilradical N1 and lower nilradical N2 . Then I(R) N1 C N, . 
Proof. Let a = R/N, , N1 = Nr/N, . Since I? is a semiprime algie, it 
suffices to prove I(R) Nr = 0. But, by Lemma 4, we have ideals & , iZ$ of R 
such that I(R) CR,, m1 CI?, , 
-- -- 
and so I(R) N1 C B$, C I?,, n El = 0. 
Q.E.D. 
Incidentally, a result such as Theorem 5 could not even be contemplated 
with the classical definitions of generalized identity. Call R admissible if R 
satisfies each multilinear GI of Wand if I(R)r # N, for all r .$ N, , where Na 
is the lower nilradical of R. Theorem 5 then says the upper and lower 
nilradicals of an admissible algie coincide. 
THEOREM 6. Let f be multilinear, centralfor W. If R satis$es each multilinear 
GI of W and is semiprime, and if It(R) is essential in R, then R satis$es the 
standard identity S,, , where u is the number of monomials off. 
Proof. With the notation of Lemma 4, fl (P,, E g 1 If(R) $ PJ = 0, i.e., 
R is a subdirect product of prime rings RIP,, , each having f as a proper GI 
and thereby satisfying S,,(X, ,..., XaU), by Theorem 4. Therefore S,, is an 
identity of R. Q.E.D. 
Let R be an algie. The class of algies satisfying each GI of R is a variety 
and has a “free” object defined varietally, which may be somewhat interesting 
to study. Incidentally, a weakness of the concept of GI is that I(R) = R is an 
extremely strong condition, which fails for all primitive rings which are not 
simple artinian, for example. Therefore, it is very difficult to pass to 
homomorphic images, as one does constantly in classical PI-theory. 
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4. ALGIES WITH INVOLUTION 
We recall an involution is an anti-automorphism of degree < 2. Suppose 
a ring W has an involution (*); we let (W, *) denote this ring with involution. 
(Note (*) induces an automorphism on cent W of degree < 2.) Now suppose 
R is a W-algie and R has an involution (*) such that the canonical homo- 
morphism W + R (given by w H w . 1) is actually a homomorphism 
(W, *) -+ (R, *) in the category of rings with involution (i.e., w* . 1 = (w . l)* 
for all w in W). In this case, (R, *) is called a (W, *)-&ie with involution. 
In this section we shall be dealing with the category of (W, *)-algies with 
involution; i.e., an ideal (A, *) of (R, *) is an ideal A of R stable under (*), 
and cent(R, *) = {c E cent R 1 c* = c}. I f  cent(R, *) = cent R then (*) 
is of the jirst kind; otherwise (*) is of the second kind. Note for (*) of the 
second kind we have c* # c for some c in cent R. 
The free object (W{X}, *) of this category is constructed as follows: 
Given the countable set of distinct indeterminates X,, , Xi, , X,, , X,, ,..., 
we form the free W-algie W(X) = W{X,, , Xi, , X,, , X,, ,...}. Starting with 
the given involution on Wand stipulating X2 = Xi, , X& = Xi, , 1 < i < 03, 
induce an involution (*) on W{X} to make the (W, +)-algie with involution 
(W{X}, *). Write Xi for Xi, , Xi* for Xi, , 1 < i < cc. For any (W, *)-algie 
with involution (R, *) and for any r1 , r2 ,... in R, there is a unique homo- 
morphism from (W{X}, *) to (R, *) sending Xi + rr , Xa - r2 ,... . An 
element f in (W{X}, c) is a GI of (R, c) if f is in the kernel of each homo- 
morphism from (W{X}, *) to (R, *). In other words, f (X, , Xl* ,..., X,, , ;7im*) 
is a G1 of (R, *) if and only if f(ri , rr* ,..., Y, , rm*) = 0 for each rl ,..., rm. 
in R. 
Recall in Section 2, we defined W(X}, = {f E W{X} 1 f has constant 
term 01. Since (W(X),, , *) is an ideal of (W{X>, *), we can define GI of an 
ideal (B, *) of (R, *) as in the appendix to Section 2; in particular, an element 
fW1 9 x~*,..., X, , X,*) of (W{X}, , *) is a GI of (B, *) if and only if 
f (4 > h*,..., b, , b,*) = 0 for each 6, ,..., b, in B. 
The specialization of an element f(X, ,..., Xs,) of W{X} is defined as the 
image of f in (W(X}, *) under the homomorphism sending Xi H Xi , 
x, w x1*,..., Xzm-r I-+ X, , X,, tt X,*. Obviously the specialization of 
each GI of R is a GI of (R, *). The motivating question of this section is the 
converse: When is a GI of (R, *) a specialization of a GI of R, and if (R, *) 
satisfies a suitable GI does R satisfy a proper GI? Any GI of (R, *) which is 
a specialization of a GI of R will be called special. 
To proceed further, we need to extend the definitions of Section 1 to 
algies with involution. Let us consider f (Xl , Xl*,..., X, , X,*) in (W(X), *) 
a specialization off(X, ,..., X2,). The monomials off (Xl , Xl*,..., X,, , X,*) 
are the specializations of the monomials off (Xl ,..., X2,). The degree of the 
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i-th indeterminate in a monomial h is the sum of the degrees of Xi and Xi* 
in h, and the ith indeterminate occurs in f(X, , Xi*,..., X, , Xm*) if it has 
nonzero degree in some monomial off. Also, f(X, , Xl*,..., X, , X,*) is 
multilinear if each indeterminate occurring in f  (Xl , Xl*,..., X, , X,*) 
has degree 1 in each monomial. Note if f(X, , Xi*,..., X, , X,*) is multi- 
linear then each blended component off(X, ,..., X2,) is multilinear, but the 
converse is false; for example, f  (Xi , X2) = X,X, is multilinear but 
f(X, , X1*) = X,X,* is not linear. 
As in Section 1, there is a way to obtain a nontrivial multilinear GI of (R, *) 
from a given nontrivial GI of (R, *). Namely, givenf(X, , X1*,..., X, , X,*) 
we define 
&f(X, 9 x1*>..., X,+1 , XZ,,) 
=f(X, > Xl*,..., Xi + X,,, , Xi* + XZ,, ,..., X, , X,*) 
-f (X, , x1* )..., xi ) xi* ,..., x, , x,*) 
-f(X,, Xl* ,... X,+1, X?E, YYX,, X,“). 
As in the proof of Proposition 1, one can construct an induction argument, 
based on this multilinearization step, to obtain a nontrivial multilinear 
element f” in (W{X}, *), such that j is a G1 of each algie with involution for 
which j is a GI. (For example, 0,(X,X,*) = X,X,* + X,X,*.) Therefore 
we may restrict our attention to multilinear elements of (W{X>, *); the 
generalized monomials of f(X, , Xi* ,..., Xm , X,*) are the specializations of 
the generalized monomials of f,  and f(X, , Xi*,..., X, , X,*) is proper if 
f  (Xl >..., X2,) is proper. 
The usual ring-theoretic notions have their analogues in the category of 
rings with involution: (R, *) is semiprime if (R, *) has no nonzero nilpotent 
ideals; (R, *) is prime if AB f  0 for all nonzero ideals (A, *), (B, *) of (R, *); 
(R, *) is quasiprimitive if there is a left primitive ideal P of R such that 
P n P* = 0 (cf. Martindale [9], Rowen [ll]). It is immediate that (R, C) 
is semiprime if R is semiprime. Conversely, suppose (R, *) is semiprime and 
let B be an ideal of R such that B2 = 0. Then (BB*)2 C B” = 0, so 
BB* = 0; likewise B*B = 0. Also, (B*)2 = (B2)* = 0, so (B + B*)2 = 
B2 + BB* + B*B + (B*)2 = 0. H ence B + B* = 0, implying B = 0; 
so we see (Ii, *) is semiprime if and only if R is semiprime. 
LEMMA 5(i). I f  (A, *) is an ideal of (R, *) and if (R, *) is semiprime, then 
Ann(A, *) = {r E R 1 Ar = 0} is an ideal of (R, *). 
(ii) The following statements are equivalent: (1) (R, *) isprime; (2) For any 
nonzero ideal (A, *) of R, Ann(A, *) = 0; (3) If  r,Rr, = r,*Rr, = 0 then 
r1 = 0 or r2 = 0. 
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Proof 
(i) Let B = Ann(A, *). Then (AB*)2 = (BA*BA*)* C (BABA)* C 
(_4B)* = 0. Since R is semiprime, AB* = 0, so B* C Ann A = B. 
(ii) (1) * (2) is immediate from (i) since (A, *)(Ann(A, *)) = 0. 
(2) * (3). I f  rr # 0 and r,Rr, = r,*Rr, then r2 E Ann(Rr,R + Rr,*R) = 0, 
by (2). 
(3) * (1). Suppose (A, *)(B, *) = 0. If  0 f  rr E (A, *) then, for each b 
in B, r,Rb = r,*Rb = 0, so b = 0. Hence (B, *) = 0. Q.E.D. 
More complete characterizations along the lines of Lemma 5 are given in 
[13, Lemmas 1 and 21. 
THEOREM 7. If  (W, *) is prime and (c) is of the second kind, then every 
m&linear GI of (W, *) is special. 
Proof. Suppose not. Choose a nonspecial multilinear GI f  (Xl , Xl*,..., 
X, , Xm*) of (W, *) with m minimal. Let f  ‘(X, , X,* ,..., X,-, , Xz-, , X,) 
be the sum of those monomials of f(X, , Xi*,..., X, , X,*) in which X,* 
does not appear, and let f  “(X,, X,* ,..., X,,+, , X2-, , X,*) be the sum of 
those monomials off (X, , Xl* ,..., X, , X,*) in which X, does not appear. 
Since (*) is of the second kind, we can find c # c* in cent W. Clearly 
cf = cf’ + cf’ and f(X, , X,* ,..., cX, , (cX,)*) = cf’ + c*f” are each 
G1 of (W, *), so (c - c*)f’ is a GI of (W, *). But each evaluation off w is thus 
in Ann((c - c*)W, *) = 0 (by Lemma 5(ii)), so f” is a GI of 
(W, *), and f’ = f  -f * is a GI of (W, *). Hence, for each w in W, 
f’(X, , x1+,..., XVn-r, Xz-l, w) and f  “(X, , Xl* ,..., X,-, , X2-, , w*) are 
each multilinear GI of (W, *) of degree (m - 1) and are special (by induction 
hypothesis). Thus f  ‘(X1 ,..., Xam-a , w) and f  “(Xl ,..., Xzm-2 , w*) are GI of 
IV, all w in W, so f  ‘(X1 ,..., Xa+a , Xa+r) and f  “(X, ,..., Xzme2 , X2,) are 
GI of W, implying their sum, f(X, ,..., X2,), is a GI of W. Hence 
f  (Xl 7 x1*1..., X, , X,*) is special, contrary to hypothesis. Q.E.D. 
Thus, under the hypothesis of Theorem 7, our question is answered in the 
affirmative, so we shall assume hereafter that (*) is of the$rst kind on (W, *). 
The key step in our subsequent analysis is 
PROPOSITION 4. Let (P, *) be an algie with involution of the$rst kind, such 
that P has a faithful irreducible left module M and is dense in End, (M), where 
F = cent P. If  (W, *) satisfies a proper GI having u monomials, and if (P, *) 
satisjies each multilinear GI of ( W, *), then W, contains a nonxero transformation 
of rank < [u/2]. 
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Proof. Choose a proper (multilinear) GI f  (X, , Xl*,..., X, , X,*) of 
(IV, *) such that no subsum of generalized monomials off is a GI of (IV, *). 
We may thus assume f  (X, , Xl* ,..., X,-, , Xzpl , X, , 0) is not a GI of 
(IV, *); hence there are wi ,..., w, in W such that f  (wl , wl* ,..., w,-~ , wzel , 
w, , 0) # 0. It follows that 
f’FL , xm*) = f  (w1 , w1*, . . . . w,-1, w:-, I X, , X,*) 
is a proper GI of (W, *), hence of (P, *). 
Write out 
f  ‘(Xi , xi*) = i WilXiWjZ + i w;,x,*w;, , 
i=l 3=1 
with ~1 + V’ < u, suitable wji , wji in W, ; by Lemma 2, we may assume 
(wjr 1 1 < j < v} is F-independent. Now substituting X,*X, for Xi yields 
the proper GI Cy=, wjlXl*Xzwj, + CJl, w;~X~*X~W& . Choose y  in M such 
that wrsy # 0, and let V be theF-subspace generated by {wiay 1 1 < j < v’}; 
dim I’ < v’. 
Let {yk} be an F-base of M. By density, there exists xs in PF , pj in F, 
/I, = 1, such that xawjsy = fijyl, 1 <j < v. Choose p, in P, such 
that pk(y) = ylc , and let xsk = &cs . Then xZkwjZy = &ylc , implying 
(& w~~x~*/?~)~, = 0 for each x1 in PF such that x,V = 0 (substituting xi 
for X, , xsk for Xa), all K. Hence, for all xi such that x,V = 0, we have 
Cy=r wjrxl*& = 0, so 0 = (x:j”=, ~jwjlxl*)* = xi xi”=, /$wj* ; therefore 
xy=r /T,wLM C V by the density theorem, implying Cy=, pjw2 has rank < v’. 
Moreover, since the wjr are F-independent, 0 # (CL1 &wj,)* = & &wj*, . 
Now, by symmetry, we may assume e, < v’ or zi’ < V. Assuming zl’ < v  
yields that Cj”=, &wj* is nonzero of rank < [u/2]. Q.E.D. 
Remark. If, in the last sentence of Proposition 4, we assume instead that 
v  < v’, then v  < [u/2] and Cy=, &wj* has rank < u. 
PROPOSITION 5. (Martindale [ 10, Theorem 4.11. Let W be a prime ring and 
let (W, *) have an involution of the$rst kind. If  e is the extended centroid of W 
then C? has an involution #, and A = WC has an involution given by 
(2 wici)* = z wi*ci+. 
Proof. Straightforward verification. 
LEMMA 6. Let (R, *) be a (W, *)-a&e with involution, and let 
F _C cent(R, *) be ajeld. I f  H is a commutative F-algebra, then (R gp H, *) is a 
(W, *)-a&e with involutiongiven by (C yi @ h,)* = C Yi* @ hi . (R @F H, *) 
satisfies each multilinear GI of (R, *). 
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Proof. Since R is an F-vector space, it is immediate (and well-known) 
that (*) is an involution on R OF H, which has algie structure w(Ci ri @ hi) = 
WY* @ hi and (C ri @ hi)w = C riw @ hi . The rest of the lemma is also 
obvious. Q.E.D. 
Suppose that (Sz, *) is a commutative ring with involution and (R, *) is an 
(Sz, *)-algebra with involution. Viewing (R, *) as an (Q, *)-algie with 
involution, we see that each GI of (R, *) is really an identity of an algebra 
with involution, in the usual sense (cf. [3]). H ence we may apply Proposition 4 
to obtain a new proof of a major theorem of Amitsur [3] which extends work 
by Herstein and Martindale: 
THEOREM 8. Let P be primitive and let (P, *) be an (Q, *)-algebra satisfying 
a proper identity f  of degree d. Then P is central simple artinian, satisfying the 
standard S&X, ,..., X&, and P satis$es S2[d,21 if (*) is of the second kind. 
Proof. Recall that Kaplansky’s theorem, as presented by Amitsur [2], 
says that any primitive Q-algebra satisfying a proper identity of degree d is 
central simple artinian and satisfies S2[d,2~ . Now let A be the central closure 
of P. If  (c) is of the second kind on (A, *) then we can conclude the proof 
with Theorem 7 and Kaplansky’s theorem, so assume (*) is of the first kind 
on (A, *). Since A is primitive, A has some faithful irreducible module Ad 
with centralizer D. Let F be a maximal subfield of D. By [IO, Theorem 2.21, 
with c = cent A, A, m A & F, which has the involution given in 
Lemma 6; again, we may assume (*) is of first kind on A, . 
Since f is a proper GI of (A,, *), AF has nonzero socle by Proposition 4. 
Hence, by the well-known structure theorem on involutions of primitive 
rings with socle in [7, p. 82, Theorem 11, there is an F-vector space M’ 
which is self-dual relative to some nondegenerate scalar product g with the 
property that (*) can be identified with the adjoint relative to g, and g is 
either hermitian or skew-hermitian by [7, p. 83, Theorem 21; also, A, is 
isomorphic to a dense subring of End, M’ containing finite-ranked 
transformations. 
Suppose 1M’ has F-dimension > (d + 1). Then, by orthogonalization, we 
can find y1 ,-.,yzt , yzt+l ,..., Y~+~ in M, suitable t, such that g(y, , yj) = 1 
ifi=j~2t+l,or[i+1]/2=[j+1]/2~tandi#j,andg(y,,y,)=O 
otherwise. Define xi to be the transformation y  tt (yi+r , y) yi , odd i < 2t; 
y  w (yi , y) yi+l otherwise. It is easy to see that f  (x1 , x1*,..., xd , xd*) y1 = 
yd+r , contrary to f  being an identity of (A,, *). Hence M’ has F-dimension 
< d, so by the Amitsur-Levitzki theorem, A, satisfies S,, , implying P 
satisfies S,, . Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 6. If  (R, *) is quasiprimitive but R is not primitive, then 
every GI of (Ii, *) is special. 
48x/34/3-8 
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Proof. Let P be a primitive ideal of R such that P n P* = 0, and let 
(U, *) = (P + P*, *), an ideal of R. Let f  (Xl , Xl* ,..., X, , X,*) be a GI 
of (R, *). Then f  is a GI of (U, c); moreover, since U = P @ P*, we have 
for all b, ,..., b,, in P, 
0 = f@, + b,*), @I + b,*)*, (b, + b,*), (4 + ba*)*,..., 
@2m-1 + GA (62,-l + GJ*) 
= (f(h ,..*, L)Yf(~2*, 4*,..., G, G-l)). 
Thereforef (Xi ,.,., X,,) is a G1of P; an analogous proof showsf (Xl ,..., X2,) 
is a GI of P*. But (P + P*)/P is a nonzero ideal of R/P, a primitive ring, so 
f (Xl !...T X2,) is a GI of R/P, likewise of R/P*. Therefore f(X, ,..., X2,) 
is a G1 of R, which means f  is special. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 7. Suppose (R, *) is an algie with involution and R isprimitive. 
If (R, *) satisjies a proper GI with u monomials then R satisfies S,(rX, ,..., YX,) 
for some r in R, where k = 2[“&4 + 1. 
Proof. Let P be the central closure of R; note P is primitive, (JF) extends 
to P (by Proposition 5), and any GI of (R, *) is a GI of (P, *), so (P, *) 
satisfies a proper GI with u monomials. I f  (*) is of the second kind on (P, *) 
then every proper GI of (P, *) is special (by Theorem 7) so we are done by 
Theorem 2 and Theorem 3(ii). Hence we may assume (*) is of the first kind 
on (P, c). Let F be a maximal subfield of the centralizer of a faithful 
irreducible module of P. By [lo, Theorem 2.21, P, w P &F, where 
e = cent P, so (*) extends to P, by Lemma 5. Since W, = PF , we apply 
Proposition 4 to find a suitable finite-ranked transformation of W, ; W has a 
transformation of rank 2LUi21-l u, by Theorem 2, so the conclusion follows 
from Theorem 3(ii). Q.E.D. 
Call an ideal (B, *) of (R, *) quasiprimitive if (R/B, *) is quasi-primitive, 
and call (R, *) semiprimitive if the intersection of the quasi-primitive ideals 
of (R, *) is 0. Note if B is a primitive ideal of R then (B n B*, *) is a quasi- 
primitive ideal of (R, *). From Martindale [lo, Section 41 we collect 
PROPOSITION 8. If (W, c) is semiprime then (W, *) can be embedded in an 
algie with involution (R, *) such that R is semiprimitive. 
Proof. We merely tag an involution to the discussion following Theorem 2. 
Let (T, *) = I-Ii ( Wi , *) taken over countably many copies ( Wi , *) of 
(W, *). Since (nil(T))* = nil(T), th e involution on T induces an involution 
on T = T/nil(T), and thus on T[A]. There are canonical injections 
w *) =+ (T, *) =+ (TPI, *>, and (T[h], *) satisfies each GI of (W, *). 
We have already seen T[A] is semiprimitive. Q.E.D. 
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THEOREM 9. If  W is prime and (W, *) sati$ies a proper GI then W satisfies 
a proper GI. 
Proof. Let A be the central closure of W; A has induced involution (*) 
by Proposition 5. Let f(X, , X1* ,..., Xm, X,*) be a proper GI of (W, *), 
thus of (A, *). We shall prove that A satisfies a proper GI. The theorem then 
follows from Theorem 2 (with P = A, primitive by Martindale’s theorem) 
followed by Theorem 3(ii). 
By Proposition 8, we can embed (A, *) into (R, *) satisfying f, and R is 
semiprimitive. Let {B, 1 A E A> be the set of (left) primitive 2-sided ideals of 7’; 
note fi {B, j A E A} = 0. Let (R, , *) = (R,/(B, n B,*), *) a quasiprimitive 
algie with involution for each h in A, and let A, = {A E A 1 R, is primitive}, 
A, = /I - A, . By Proposition 7,fis a special GI of (RA , *), all h in A, . Now 
let B = n {(B, n B,*) 1 A E Al). For any r # 0 in A n fi, rXzm+lf(Xl ,..., X2,,) 
is proper and is a GI of R, hence of A. Thus the theorem is proved unless 
A n fi = 0. But in this case (A, *) is embedded in (R/B, *), a subdirect 
product of (R, , *), h E A, . But R, is primitive for each h in A, , so now we 
may apply the ultraproduct construction (referred to earlier, [6, p. 971) to 
these primitive R, , preserving the involution. Thus, we obtain (8, *) 
satisfying each GI of (A, *), with 2 primitive and (A, *) C+ (a, *). By 
Proposition 7, R satisfies a proper GI; hence A satisfies a proper GI by 
Theorem 2 (aided by [lo, Theorems 2.9 and 2.10]), as desired. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 10. If  (W, *) is prime and satisfies a proper GI, then W satisjies 
a proper GI. 
Proof. By Proposition 8, we may embed (W, *) into (R, *) satisfying 
each GI of (W, *), such that R is semiprimitive. Let {I?, 1 h E A} be the set of 
primitive ideals of R, and set (R, , *) = (R/(B, n II,,*), *), which is quasi- 
primitive for each A in A. Let A, = {A EA 1 R, is primitive} and let 
A, = A - A,. Let f(X, , Xl* ,..., X, , X,*) be a GI of (W, *). By 
Proposition 7, f  is a special GI of (R, , *), each h in A,. Let 
& = n {(B, n B,*) / h E Ar}. For any nonzero w in W n B, we have 
wXZm+lf (X1 ,..., X,,) and w*X2m+lf (Xl ,..., X2,) are each GI of R, hence 
of W, and one of them is proper, in view of Lemma 5(ii)(3). 
Hence we are done unless W n B = 0. But in this case (W, *) C+ (R/B, *), 
a subdirect product of (R, , *) with R, primitive. This implies W is prime. 
Indeed, suppose wlWw, == 0 for some nonzero wr , wg in W. By 
Lemma 5(ii)(3), wl*Ww, f  0, so for some X in A, , @*RA?$ # 0 (where 
?z$ = image of wi in R,). But w,X,w, is a GI of W, hence of R, , so al = 0 
or ~?a = 0 since R, is prime, contrary to B~*R,,B~ # 0. Hence W is prime, 
so we are done by Theorem 9. Q.E.D. 
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The proof of Theorem 10, although quite direct, is somewhat unaesthetic 
since it mixes categories of algies with and without involution. An alternate 
proof without this flaw is given in [13]. N ow let I(R, *) be the ideal of (R, *) 
generated by all evaluations of all generalized monomials of all multilinear GI 
of (R, c). Observe I(R, *) > I(R), but equality need not hold. 
THEOREM Il. Let (R, *) have upper nilradical (Nl , *) and lower nilradical 
(N, , *). Then I(R, *) Nl C N, . 
Proof. (As in proof of Theorem 5). (R/N, , *) is semiprime, so it suffices 
to prove I(R, *) Nr = 0 for (Ii, *) semiprime. Let {PA 1 X E A} be the set of 
prime ideals of R. Since R is semiprime, n {PA / X E A} = 0, so (Ii, *) 
is a subdirect product of (R, , *) = (R/(P,, n P,,*), *), for all X in (1. Let 
A, = {XEA II(R, *)$PA}; it suffices to prove Nr CPA r\ P,,* for each 
h~/lr. But if /\E/lr then I(R,, *) # 0, so (by Theorem 10) R, satisfies 
some proper GI, which must then be proper for either R/P,, or R/P,*. Hence, 
by Theorem 3, N, CPA or Ni C P,, *. But N,* = Nr , so Ni Z (PA n PA*), 
all A in /I, , as desired. Q.E.D. 
5. GPI-ALGIES AND KUROSH’S PROBLEM 
The theory of generalized polynomial identies is still quite young and most 
questions about PI-algebras have not yet been answered in their general- 
izations to algies. For example, very little is known about algebraic algebras 
with proper GI, i.e., are they locally finite? Some partial answers will be 
given here. A ring R has bounded index k if, for each nilpotent r in R, we have 
rL = 0. Any central simple, artinian ring certainly is of bounded index and 
satisfies a standard identity. Conversely, there is 
LEMMA 7. If a primitive algie R with proper GI is of bounded index, then R 
is central simple artinian. 
Proof. R has nonzero socle and the centralizer D of a faithful irreducible 
module M of R has finite dimension over its center (all by Theorem 2). 
I f  R also has bounded index k, then, by the density theorem, R M M,(D). 
Therefore R satisfies a standard identity, so we are done by Kaplansky’s 
theorem. Q.E.D. 
Note in Lemma 7 that if the GI of R has u monomials.then R satisfies the 
standard identity S, where m = 2[u/21uk, seen by applying Theorem 2 at full 
strength. 
Suppose now that R is semiprimitive and I,(R) is essential in R for some 
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proper GI f  of R. The argument of Lemma 4 shows that R is a subdirect 
product of primitive rings R/P* , for each of which f  is proper. I f  f has u 
monomials and each R/P, has bounded index k, then each R/P, satisfies S, , 
m = 2[u&k, so R satisfies S, and is a PI-algebra. 
Let an algebra R over a field + be called algebraic if for each Y in R, the 
subalgebra +[r] generated by r is finite-dimensional over 4. An algebraic 
algebra R has bounded index < k if and only if, for each Y in R, 
rk+[r] = Y-$[Y], cf. [7, pp. 235-2361. S ince this condition is inherited by 
homomorphic images, we have 
THEOREM 12. Suppose a semiprime algie R is of bounded index and I,(R) 
is essential in R. If  R is also algebraic over a field then R satisfies a standard 
identity. 
Proof. By the above remarks, we need only show R is semiprimitive. 
But, by Theorem 5, R has no nonzero nil ideals, and the Jacobson radical of R 
is nil by [7, p. 191; hence R is semiprimitive. Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION. R is a GPI-algie if R satisfies some GIf such that I,(R)r q? N, 
for all Y q! N, , where N2 is the lower nilradical of R. 
Clearly any GPI-algie is admissible in the sense of the corollary to 
Theorem 5, so the upper and lower nilradicals of every GPI-algie coincide. 
Kaplansky showed (cf. [7, p. 2421) that any algebraic PI-algebra over a field 
is locally finite, cf. [7, p. 2421 (the phrase “over a field” may be deleted, 
as shown by Shirshov, Levitzki, and, more recently, by Small). Since a 
locally nilpotent ideal is locally finite, Theorem 12 yields immediately 
(in view of [7, p. 2411) 
COROLLARY. Any GPI-algie of bounded index which is an algebraic algebra 
(over a jield) is locally jinite. 
LEMMA 8. If a prime algie R with a proper GI is algebraic, then R contains 
a nonxero 2-sided ideal which is locally jinite. 
Proof. By Theorem 3, some nonzero right ideal YR satisfies a standard 
identity and is thus locally finite; it follows easily RrR is locally finite. 
Q.E.D. 
Small has observed that, given a finitely generated algebra R which is not 
finite as a module, one can find an ideal P maximal with respect to R/P not 
having this property (by Zorn’s lemma), and P is prime. By Lemma 8, R/P 
has no proper GI, but, unfortunately, R may still be a GPI-algie. Of course, 
if 1 E I,(R) for some GI f of R, then we have a contradiction. However, 
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this observation does not add to the theory of algebraic algebras, in view 
of the following fact: 
THEOREM 11. If f is a proper GI of an algie R and 1 E If(R), then R is a 
PI-algebra. 
The proof of Theorem 11, which consists of a close study of the ideal of 
Theorem 2(i), will be given later, along with some of its applications. 
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